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MATHEMATICS 

Equation of Motion in Five Space 
THER~ e:l~ist many models for the description of 

the gravltatlOnal and electromagnetic field. Perhaps 
the most successful formalism developed is still that of 
I~alu~a\ with notable improvements by Bergmann' 
smce It reproduces exactly the classic equations of the 
el~ctroma~etic field with gravity. However, there 
stIll remamed the well-known difficulties associated 
~it~ the cla:ssic treatment of Nature so that general
IzatlOns whICh lead to substantially different equa
tions were made in the hope that there could be 
included within the new frameworks an adequate 
theory encompassing quantum-phenomena as well. 
:r'h~se hopes have not been realized; but nevertheless 
It IS most difficult to relinquish a theory which by 
an~ .large .has been .subject to confirmation-quite 
strIkm~ly m recent tImes using techniques based on 
the Mossbauer effect'. In addition to numerous 
verifications of the original version of the theory 
Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann' have shown that ther~ 
exists. a most !Bsthetic feature, namely, that the field 
equatl(~ns the~~elves ?~termine the classic equations 
of motlOn of smgularItles' or 'particles' in the field 
Thus. it is .not necessary to supplement the field 
equatlOns With ponderomotive equations. 

It ~eems to be. of ~ome interest to inveetigate the 
equat~ons of motlOn m a five-dimensional setting to 
examme departures from the usual results. I will 
assume that the additional dimension is space-like 
and take for the field equations: 

Rpv - gp.R/2 = 0 (1) 
IL,v = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 

whe;re gpo is the metric tensor, R,.. the Riemann
ChrIstoffel curvature tensor and R its contrac
tion. '0' indices will be considered temporal, 
the others spatial with the '4' index reserved for the 
additional dimension. Now if we seek approximate 
solutions of t~e field equations corresponding as 
closely as possible to the four-dimensional case it is 
found on reckoning differentiation with respect to 
X. as leading to quantities of the same order of 
smallness as differentiation with respect to 
Xo{ = et), and then proceeding in much the same 
fashion as in reference 2 and 4 'co-ordinates' of the 
'particles' will involve X, as well as X which 
would imply that the equations of motio;' for the 
positi?n of the 'particles' will be partial differential 
equ~t.lOns rather than total differential equations. In 
additlOn to a field, which, in view of the Kaluza 
theory, may be interpreted as that arising from a 
charged 'particle,' there arises another which I 
:make no attempt to interpret here. 

For purposes of comparison let us record the results 
of the calculations for the metric tensors to that order 
essential to obtain the Newtonian approximation 
These are: 

goo = 1 - 0-" ~«12xMi+6xPi)/13) Vi 
J 

go' = (6x/13)0-3 ~(3Mia1;j/at -
j 

(13/2x)1I2(oQJ)a~j/ax') Vj 

g.8 = (6x/13)0-8 ~«13/2x)'''Q,a~j/ot-
J 

g.o = - 6c-'(x/26)11' ~Qj VI 
J 

8 = 1,2,3 

3Pioaf,j / aX') V, (2) 

where 

Vi = «XL~i)(X"-~j))-1I2 (3) 

~~, the .8th co-ordinate of the jth 'particle,' and Mj 
and Qilts mass (~.) and charge (E.S.U.) respectively. 
Pj may be conSIdered another parameter describing 
another property of the jth particle. It is to be noted 
that x is Newton's constant of gravity and that the 
dimensions of the Pi is that of (X)-lIS times charge 
(E.S.U.). Mi, QJ and P, could be functions of X.( = ct) 
and X. satisfying: 

aM,/ot- (13/18x)112CaQ,/ oX' = 0 
aQi/ ot - (18xj13)1l2coPJ/ax' = 0 (4) 

while the partial differential equations of motion for 
the jth particle in the Newtonian approximation turn 
out to be: 

o2~jlat' - (1/3)(cQijM,)(26/x)1" o2c,1I aX'at 
+ (Pjo'jMJ)021;j/oX" 

- L (xMI + QIQJ/Mj - 4xP,Mlj(13Mi) 
i¥=i 

(5) 

+ xP,PJ/M, - 4xPi/13)oV(i,j)/af,j = 0 
where 

V(i,j) = «~; -1;j)(1;: - ~j))-1I2 (6) 

with the time t in seconds units and X' the additional 
co-ordinates expressed in cm. units. 

It is to be noted that even for an isolated 'particle' 
or systems of 'particles' far removed from one 
another the co-ordinates ~j satisfy the second-order 
equation obtained by considering only the first three 
terms of equation 5 which may be expressed as: 

(ojat-c,+ajaX')(O/Ot-cf-O/OX') ~j = 0 (7) 

if M" Q}, and P, are presumed constant. In equation 
7 Of+ is given by : 

Cj± = (QJ/Mi)(18x/13)-1I2 ± 
«QJjMj)2(18xj13)-1- P,/MJ)1/I)C (8) 

which implies with the fJ and 'gj arbitrary functions 
of the indicated arguments that: 

~j = J;(Cf+t + X') + gj (OJ_t + X4) (9) 

a wave motion for the ~j which is propagated with 
velocities- 01+ in our t - X· space. 

The insistence that equation 7 be a hyperbolic 
partial differential equation has as consequence 
P,/M, < 0 to assure this property even when Q, = O. 
For an electron the velocity of propagation attains a 
value of the order 1021 times the velocity of light. 
One would be forced to conclude that if it were 
possible to communicate in such a space it would be a 
relatively simple task to assess the state of the far 
reaches of the universe within a considerably shorter 
interval of time than heretofore and so indeed to 
consider occurrences almost anywhere to be of a 
contemporary nature. In any event the structure of 
the equations of motion which have emerged even for 
'free particles' may perhaps provide us with other 
conceptual possibilities the starting point of which 
may lead to a theory with less startling consequences. 
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